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- "The Five People You Meet In Heaven: Trial By Jury"
Questions by Craig Barker, Mike Burger and Dwight Kidder

TRASHMASTERS 2004 - UTC

1.
The first issue's theme was "Live Your Best Life" and debuted in May 2000. After two issues, it became monthly
with the issue titled "The Power of Thought." Regular contributors to this magazine include Julie Morgenstern, Dr. David
Katz and Dr. Phil while regular columns include Books That Made a Difference and Breathing Space. For 10 points name this periodical that has featured the same cover subject for its entire 54 episode run - Oprah Winfrey.
0 Magazine
Answer:
2.
In his final moments, the protagonist of this film imagines the stars realign to spell out the message "All is Well."
This comes moments after he witnesses the death of John F. Kennedy, who taught him that fire is a force for purification.
The intervening moments see Sebastian Haff use that lesson to barbeque a mummy which has risen in Mud Creek, Texas.
For 10 points--name this film which depicts an elderly Elvis, played by Bruce Campbell.
Answer:
Bubba Ho-Tep
3.
They added Del Marquis on guitar and Patrick Seacor on drums for their first live performance in 2001 at the club
frequented by performance artist and member Ana Matronic. Their first single, Laura, was a hit in the U.K while a B-side
cover of Comfortably Numb became a critical rave. Named for the slang term for a lesbian sex act, name - for 10 points this glam-pop band with hits such as Electrobix and Take Your Mama Out.
Answer:
Scissor Sisters
4.
He has taken the mound twice, once with the Rockies in 2002 and once with the Mets in 2004. He even took to
behind the plate for a game in 2004, the position where he started with the Cardinals in 1989. In between, he married
1984 Olympic gold medal gymnast Julianne McNamara and shuttled between comer infield positions for the Cubs,
Phillies, Orioles, Dodgers, Rangers, Marlins, Yankees and Expos. FTP name this man - the first to hit a homer for 10
different teams and the most ever for a player whose last name starts with a lO-point Scrabble tile.
Answer:
Todd Zeile
5.
He earned Nobel Prizes in both Physics and Peace for his creation of and subsequent decision not to use the
Doomsday Machine. Other creations include the F-Ray, a deep-water pressure pill in suppository form, and a what-if
machine accurate within 1I1Oth of a plausibility unit. A tenured professor at Mars University, he is also president of a
small intergalactic delivery business for which his cryogenically unfrozen ancestor now works. For 10 points-name this
man of science, Fry's nephew on Futurama.
Answer:
Professor Hubert J. Farnsworth
6.
They are larger than frogs. They have two ears, a heart, forehead, and a beak for eating honey, but they are
provided with fins for swimming, which is good for a quadruped living in big rivers like the Amazon. They are also
dangerous, so if you see one where people are swimming you should shout "Cuidado! Cuidado!" For 10 points--name
these mammals of South America described thusly in Spanish by Monty Python, which didn't help Hannibal cross the
Alps.
Answer:
llamas (accept Cuidado! Cuidado! Un llama! Cuidado!)
7.
His new album Live and Unplugged, kicks off with "If William Shatner Can, I Can Too", a poke at actors, like
himself, who cut records. The album also includes a nod to his home state with "The Lifelong Detroit Tiger Fan Blues."
Proceeds from the album will benefit his Purple Rose Theatre, named for the 1985 Woody Allen film in which he starred
as Tom Baxter, a movie character who walked off the screen and into real life. For 10 points-name this actor, seen in
Terms of Endearment but perhaps best known as Harry Dunne in Dumb and Dumber.
Answer:
Jeff Daniels
8.
"Holiday" was renamed "On a Holiday", "Love to Say Da Da" was replaced with "In Blue Hawaii", and "Do You
Like Worms?" was renamed "Roll Plymouth Rock". These changes came from the concert version, while five tracks were
added from those indicated by its 1966 back cover art. For 10 points--name this album released in 2004, famed for its
earlier cancellation, intended to be the follow-up to Pet Sounds by the Beach Boys.
SMiLE
Answer:

9.
The first and last names sound the same. Some of her routines included portraying Audrey Hepburn's portrayal of
Eliza Doolittle while he played the character that made him famous first on The 11 O'Clock Show. While she was the
silver medalist in both the 2004 U.S. and World championships, he took his Borat character to the U.S. For 10 pointsgive this common name - one the winner of Skate America in 2003 and the other the man behind Ali G.
Answer:
Sasha (or Sacha) Cohen (do not accept "Sacha Baron Cohen" unless "Sasha Cohen" is said as
well)
10.
Freddy Adu recently met with this 27-year old screenwriter to gain a perspective on growing up in the public light
and doing so without a major meltdown. A 2001 graduate of UCLA film school, during the audition for his most famous
role, he could not find classic "nerd" glasses, instead using oversized protective eyewear which became his character's
trademark as he wooed Laura Winslow. For 10 points--name this actor, best known as Steve Urkel on ABC's Family
Matters.
Answer: Jaleel White
11.
She attends an institution mentionable only in the same breath as Harvard, and yet it has the feel of a major landgrant institution given its prodigious sporting reputation. This chimera-like mix at Dupont is what allows Beverly, the
"boarding school skeletal bitch" to readily mix with her roommate, the title character, a virginal college freshman from the
mountains of North Carolina. For 10 points-name this young woman, the title character of Tom Wolfe's latest novel.
Answer:
Charlotte Simmons
12.
Breaking in with Milwaukee in 1978, he hit .306 in his rookie campaign. He would lead the A.L. in hitting three
times, and was in position to do so in 1995 when he decided to retire in the middle of a pennant race to focus on his
business interest. Mounting a comeback after· statistical research reveals him to be three hits shy of a plateau that will
ensure Cooperstown enshrinement. FTP name this fictional Milwaukee Brewer, played by Bernie Mac in Mr. 3000.
Answer:
Stan Ross (prompt on Mr. 3000 before it is mentioned)
13.
Warning: Pronouns are your friend. She expresses confusion over the dearth of game shows and scripted
comedy on modem television and apparently has a photographic memory regarding the films of the Brat Pack. Driver of
a yellow SUV, this Prozac-taking mother of two teenaged children laments her long-passed thespian dreams, which might
have included posing with automobiles in videos for Whitesnake. Left longing for a simpler time when MTV still played
music, this is--for 10 points-what woman, the "1985" obsessed protagonist of a Bowling for Soup hit.
Answer:
Debbie
14.
He made his head coaching debut in January of 2002 on Monday Night Football as an interim head coach, with
his team losing to the Ravens. Previously the team's offensive line coach, this former Maryland quarterback switched to
tight end in his rookie season with Seattle where he played ten seasons before signing with the Vikings in 1992. The
tallest head coach in the NFL --for 10 points--name this man, the sixth head coach in Minnesota history.
Answer:
Mike Tice
15.
A recent change in play was awarding an extra 100 points for correctly identifying a story from the celebrities'
opening teaser. Players are encouraged to use wacky wagers through all four rounds in various categories such as Famous
Acronyms, Movies, and Laughable Laws. Semi-regular celebrities include Regan Bums, Bruce Villanch and Tim
Meadows. For 10 points - name this PAX TV show which has its contestants separating one true story from two fictitious
ones, hosted by Elayne Boosler.
Answer:
Balderdash
16.
Most recently introduced to this product line were Cherry Vanilla and Root Beer Float, while variety packs have
been introduced for their Berry Blast and Tropical Typhoon versions. Save their lack of pineapple, their "original flavors"
were similar to the old Life Savers Five Flavors, and while spearmint flavored Cool Kids were discontinued, grapeflavored Jolly Joes are now marketed under this brand. For 10 points--name these fruity analogues to Just Born's Hot
Tamales.
Mike and Ike
Answer:

17.
Khan complains about them in the King of the Hill episode titled "The Redneck on Rainey Street", while Locke is
reminded to have them finished by noon on a Lost episode titled "Walkabout." More famously they were a bone of
contention for Terry Tate, office linebacker and apparently the bane of Peter Gibbon's existence. For 10 points - name
this fictional inter-office memo that according to recent guidelines from a 1999 film must now include a cover sheet.
TPS Reports
Answer:
18.
Located at 706 Union A venue and drawing its name from a symbol of perpetual optimism, it opened its doors in
February 1952 with a "take all comers" approach, which lead to a distinct lack of style for the label in the early days. This
was until Sam Phillips signed his label's biggest star in 1954, leading to the label's name becoming synonymous wit
rockabilly. For 10 points-name this Memphis record label, the early home of Carl Perkins, Johnny Cash, Jerry Lee
Lewis and Elvis Presley.
Answer:
Sun Records
19.
Designed by Jeff Trebac, it consists of ground beef, sausage, scrambled eggs, grilled onions and American cheese.
Costing 7 dollars plus tax, demand has been high for it at Peppi's, and eating the entire pound of it entitles you to aT-shirt
claiming you "tackled" it. Unlike its namesake, its origins cannot be traced to Miami, Ohio. For 10 points--name this new
sandwich monstrosity of Pittsburgh, named for a Steelers quarterback.
Answer:
the Roethlisburger (accept Ben Roethlisberger)
20.
An incident involving him purportedly occurred on June 14, 1987 and was likely triggered by a federal employee
yelling "Nice game, pretty boy" due to an error which lead to a five run Phillies ninth. The flaw in blaming him as sole
perpetrator lies in the immutability of the laws of physics and the potential involvement of a second spitter on the gravelly
road. For 10 points-name this player, whose purported spitting on Kramer and Newman is broken down JFK-style in the
Seinfeld episode "The Boyfriend."
Answer:
Keith Hernandez
21.
He has done some television, including playing Joshua Deets on the miniseries Lonesome Dove and John Henry
in an installment of Shelley Duvall's Tall Tales. And he's had clunkers, whether it was in Chu Chu and the Philly Flash or
c the lead role in Pure Luck. He started his movie career with 1979's Escape from Alcatraz and Moze in 1984's Places in
<the Heart. For 10 points - don't be too old for this tossup and name this actor known for playing Albert in The Color
Purple and Roger Murtaugh in the Lethal Weapon series.
Answer:
Danny Glover
22.
A 1963 graduate of Rider College, he served as the head of the U.S. delegation to the January 1993 inauguration
of President Rawlings of Ghana. Reaching the Final Four in 1978, his landmark moment as coach occurred in 1974 when
his Adrian Dantley-Ied team snapped UCLA's 88-game winning streak, one of his 393 wins while coaching in South
Bend. For 10 points-name this former Notre Dame basketball coach turned ESPN studio analyst.
Answer:
Richard "Digger" Phelps
23.
On its original album, it follows "All Along the Watchtower" and has caused confusion over the years in the
spelling of the title, as the parenthetical title would seem to indicate that it is a reprise of an earlier song, which it is not.
Written on the spot by Jimi Hendrix as so to look like he was recording while an ABC camera crew was filming, it would
later be famously covered by Stevie Ray Vaughn. For 10 points--name this song, the final track of Electric Ladyland.
Answer:
"Voodoo Child (Slight Return)"
(Note: Accept "Voodoo Chile", which is how Hendrix himself spelled it in some instances.)
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1.
Although Scooter, the FOX animated baseball, has been sent to the showers, he has agreed to come to our packet
to see if you can answer these questions about baseball rules for 10 each. (Moderator: if you can imitate SpongeBob
SquarePants, you should do so here).
One of the thirteen ways this one base advancement can happen is if the catcher does not start in the catcher's box
(10)
when the pitcher is trying to issue an intentional walk.
balk
Answer:
(10)
If a player has between three and six years of major league service and cannot agree to a contract with his club, he
can ask for this hearing to decide on a contract.
arbitration
Answer:
(10)
If a team wants to send a player to the minors but he is out of options, he must be placed on this type of waivers in
order to take him off the 40-man roster.
Answer:
irrevocable waivers

2.
Unless you're a Detroiter, you may not know who Diana Lewis is, but she did make a small career for herself
playing a newscaster. Name her works from a description for 10 each.
(10)
Lewis appeared in both the 1976 original and the 1990 fifth movie in this series, the latter featuring Tommy
Morrison playing, well, Tommy.
Rocky
Answer:
(10)
She appeared in three episodes of this' 80s crime drama, all after the departure of John Amos as Captain Dolan
but during the time Garrett Morris played Sporty.
Answer:
Hunter
(10)
She played the reporter-on-the-scene during an episode of this 80's ShowtimelFOX series where the lead
character, also playing himself, fell down a well.
It's Garry Shandling's Show
Answer:
3.
Before there was the "CSI effect", where jurors have begun to demand the holy grail of forensics, other television
shows had an effect on the American legal system. For 10 points each(lO)Because the camera could not get both the lawyer at the table and the witness in frame at the same time, this Raymond
Burr show had its namesake defense attorney approach the witness, making it commonplace in American courts.
Perry Mason
Answer:
(10)
Some experts believe that the 1967 revival of this L.A.-set police show helped "save" the Miranda warning by
showing it could be given without hindering the police's ability to interrogate.
Dragnet
Answer:
(10)
Considered the forefather of modem forensic procedurals, this Jack Klugman show is said to have made
fingerprints de rigueur evidence to give to juries.
Quincy
Answer:
4.
VISUAL BONUS: (Moderator, please pass out visual bonus now.) Given the combined solo act and group,
name the new group for ten each. Please note the solo act can either come at the beginning or the end of the new group
name. You'll have 15 seconds.
Answers:
(A) (10)
Good Charlotte Church
(B) (10)
Natalie Col(e)dplay
(C) (10)
Paul Ankajagoogoo

5.
(10)

For 10 each - answer these questions about balloons in the Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade.
This cartoon cat was the first balloon ever in the parade.
Answer:
Felix the Cat
(10)
He became the first Internet advertising figure to appear in the parade in 2000.
Answer:
Ask Jeeves
(10)
Affirmative action must be really slow in the balloon business, because it was not until 2004 that this cartoon
character from the 1970s became the first African-American balloon.
Answer:
Fat Albert

6.
For 10 each - name these movies in Kenneth Turan's Never Coming to a Theatre Near You for 10 each.
,'(10)
This movie based on a Nick Hornby novel featured a diverse cast including Lisa Bonet, Sara Gilbert,Catherine
Zeta-Jones and Bruce Springsteen as himself.
Answer:
High Fidelity
(10)
This Robert Frankenheimer-directed and Robert DeNiro-acted movie according to Turan features some
"impressive car chases."
Answer:
Ronin
(10)
This Carol Reed-directed and Graham Greene-written work about a bombed-out Vienna features Orson Welles'
famous "cuckoo clock" speech.
The Third Man
Answer:
7.
In honor of Oklahoma's Adrian Peterson and Michigan's Michael Hart, name -- for 10 points each--these college
football players who made a major impact as freshmen.
(10)
Finishing third in Heisman Trophy voting his freshman year, this Georgia tailback helped lead the Bulldogs to a
Sugar Bowl victory and the 1980 national championship.
Answer:
Herschel Walker
(10)
In 1996, this Wisconsin running back piled up 1,863 yards as a freshman, en route to setting the all-time NCAA
career rushing mark.
Answer:
Ron Dayne
(10)
Also in 1996, tlus player became the first freshman ever to strut at linebacker for Ohio State, leading the team in
sacks and helping the Buckeyes to a Rose Bowl victory.
Answer:
Andy Katzenmoyer

8.

It essentially died in 2004 when AOL laid off all but three of its employees.
For 10 points--whatis this nihilistic ally named company, the creators of both Winamp and Shoutcast?
Answer:
Nullsoft
For 5 points--name the founder of Nullsoft, a college dropout from Sedona, Arizona who was bought out by AOL
(5)
in 1999 for $100 million.
Answer:
Justin Frankel
(15)
For 15 points--In March 2000, Frankel angered his AOL Time Warner superiors by creating this P2P file sharing
system which got around the fatal flaw of Napster by decentralizing the servers.
Gnutella
Answer:
(10)

9.
A.
B.
(10)

10.
(10)
card.

(10)
(10)

Given the role played by the late Rodney Dangerfield, name the film.
Al Czervik
Caddyshack
Answer:
Thornton Melon
Back to School
Answer:
Mallory's Dad
Answer:
Natural Born Killers
Identify the cartoon or comic strip character from a possible personal ad, for 10 points each.
"Five things I can't live without: A can opener, my blankee, Smacky, the herring in my closet, Robert's credit
Answer:
Bucky
"Long time urban cop and dog lover seeking companionship. Eyebrow fetishists preferred. "
Answer:
Crunchy (from Jump Start)
"Cat lover seeks someone to share in closed circuit television and flying car."
Answer:
Dr. Claw

11.
Five for one, ten for two, twenty for three, thirty for all four--given a "basketball school" and the player's tenure at
that school, name the all-time leading men's basketball scorer in that school's history in terms of total points.
(5)
UCLA, 1989-93
Answer:
Don MacLean
(5)
Kansas, 1985-88
Answer:
Danny Manning
(10)
North Carolina, 1975-78
Answer:
Phil Ford
(10)
Duke, 1983-86
Answer:
Johnny Dawkins
12.
For 10 points each-no, he was in that too. 5-10-20-30 ... whoops, forgot one. FfSNOP name these late 2004
films in which Jude Law makes an appearance.
(10)
Law is joined by heavy hitters Julia Roberts and Natalie Portman and middleweight Clive Owen in this Mike
Nichols film about couples and coupling and intertwining coupling.
Closer
Answer:
(10)
Law will play Errol Flynn in this Martin Scorsese biopic starring Leonardo DiCaprio as Howard Hughes slated
for a Christmas Day release.
Answer:
The A viator
(5/5) Technically, Law has appeared in titular roles in three other films during the final six months of 2004. For 5
points each, name any two.
Answer:
any two of Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow, or Alfie, or (as the narrating voice)
Lemony Snicket's A Series of Unfortunate Events
13.
(10)
(10)
(10)

Skits on this show include CSI: Greater Greensboro Tri-County Area. For 10 points each:
Name this sketch show anchoring the WB lineup featuring three Southern male comedians.
Answer:
Blue Collar TV
The nominal host is this man who had one failed sitcom on two different networks in the early 1990s.
Answer:
Jeff Foxworthy
Dan Whitney, one of the other actors, goes by this occupationally-enhanced nom-de-yuk.
Larry the Cable Guy
Answer:

14.
FTPEname these hip-hop and rap songs which made Rolling Stone's 500 Greatest Songs of All-Time.
(10) Featured in the opening of Do the Right Thing, this 1989 "call to revolution" by Public Enemy featured a title
from the Isley Brothers and a groove lifted from James Brown's "Hot Pants Road."
'
Answer:
"Fight the Power"
(10)
Sampling the bass line from Leon Haywood's 1975 hit "I Want'a Do Something Freaky to You", this 1993 hit,
written by Snoop Dogg, saw Dr. Dre "creep to the mike like a phantom."
Answer:
"Nuthin' but a "G" Thang"
(10)
Using the sample of Dido's "Thank You", this 2000 Eminem hit is considered his creepiest song due to the
obsessive nature of the titular fan.
"Stan"
Answer:
15.
Aside from the regular straight vodka, Absolut Vodka is sold in six flavors in the states. For 5 points each--give
the names given to those flavors.
Citron, Kurant, Mandarin, Peppar, Raspberri, Vanilla
Answer:
16.
For 10 points per answer-answer the following about the actor so popular, no one ever asks trash questions
about him, Tom Hanks.
(10/10) In 1995, Hanks was nominated for a shot to win his third consecutive Best Actor Oscar for playing this role in this
Ron Howard historical astronaut drama.
Answer:
Commander James A. "Jim" Lovell, Jr. in Apollo 13
(10)
Hanks ultimately lost out to this American actor, who portrayed a man looking to kill first his liver, then himself
in a Mike Figgis film.
Answer:
Nicolas Cage

17.
A.
B.

C.

18.
(10)

(10)
(10)

Name these people with voice credits in Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas, for 10 points each-As DJ The Funktipus, he gets to introduce his own song "Loopzilla."
Answer:
George Clinton
As Officer Frank Tenpenny, he gives you a rude welcome back to Los Santos.
Answer:
Samuel L. Jackson
Though he DJ's K-DST, the Dust, his own band's "Welcome to the Jungle" appears on Radio: X
Answer:
W. Axl Rose
Given a 2004 album release and a hit song, name the country artist for 10 each.
Live Like You Were Dying (album), Back When (song)
Tim McGraw
Answer:
What I'd Do (album), Too Much of a Good Thing (song)
Answer:
Alan Jackson
Herefor the Party (album), Redneck Woman (song)
Answer:
Gretchen Wilson

19.
Though some of you may want to forget this election cycle, let's see how much you remember of the media
related to it. For 10 points each(10)
During the week before the election, NBC gave Rockefeller Center this new Orwellian sounding name, complete
with sponsorship by Bank of America.
Answer:
Democracy Plaza
(10)
This noted pollster ended up with a bit of egg on his face when his 5 PM exit poll predictions had Senator Kerry
winning every swing state, which, well, you know. He insists those were raw results that would have been much closer if
they'd been weighted.
Answer:
John Zogby
(10)
President Bush's victory violated the so-called "Redskins Rule", as the Redskins lost their last home game before
the election, doing so to this team on October 31.
Green Bay Packers
Answer:
20.
For five points for each correct answer and a five point bonus for all correct, please name the drivers who finished
in the Top five of the 2004 NASCAR Nextel Chase for the Cup.
Answers:
Kurt Busch, Jimmie Johnson, Jeff Gordon, Dale "Little E" Earnhardt, Jr., Mark Martin
21.
For 10 points each-from descriptions of the scene, name these films which contained one of RetroCrush.com's
original 100 Scariest Movie Moments.
(10)
Poor Kane. All he wanted was something to eat, but instead, he meets his demise thanks to the aptly named
"Chestburster" in this 1979 Ridley Scott film.
Answer:
Alien
(10)
Coming at the 47 minute mark of the film, Pvt. Pyle is in the bathroom with a rifle, when Sgt. Hartman asks
"What is your major malfunction, numb nuts?" He finds out right then.
Full Metal Jacket
Answer:
(10)
Somewhat low on the list is the only memorable scene from this 1981 David Cronenberg film. The dude's head
explodes, it just explodes, right there. Boom!
Answer:
Scanners
22.
For 10 points each--name these songs played during the 2004 baseball post-season.
(10)
Upon winning at Fenway, the Red Sox could be heard to play this 1966 garage rock classic by The Standells, an
ode to the Charles River which proudly proclaims "Boston, you're my home."
Answer:
"Dirty Water"
(10)
Though it only queued up once this playoff season, it is with no sense of irony that the Dodgers play this 1983
Randy Newman classic after Chavez Ravine victories.
"I Love L.A."
Answer:
(10)
Despite their loss at home in Game 7 of the ALCS, the Yankees still chose to play the Sinatra version of this song,
rather than the customary post-loss Liza Minnelli version.
"New York, New York"
Answer:

23.
We're about to ask for a feat of linguistic legerdemain. Given the actual lyrics purportedly sung by Eddie Vedder .
on a Pearl Jam song included on their recent greatest hits album, for 10 points each--name it.
"Fre~zin', rests his head on a pillow made of concrete, again. Oh, feelin' maybe he'll see a little better set a days,
(10)
ooh yeah."
Answer:
"Even Flow"
(10)
"Can you see them, out on the porch, but they don't wave, I see them round the front way yeah. And I know and I
know I don't want to stay ... make me cry"
Answer:
"Yellow Ledbetter"
(10)
"Alone .. .listless ... breakfast table in an otherwise empty room, Young girl...violins ... center of her own
attention ... The, mother reads aloud, child, tries to understand it, tries to make her proud."
Answer:
"Daughter"
24.
FTPE name these SNL musical performance oddities which have nothing to do with acid reflux or "Radio Radio."
(10)
During this woman's 1991 performance, she ignited a firestorm of controversy by ripping up a picture of Pope
John Paul II.
Answer:
Sinead O'Connor
(10)
The most recent performer to have a three-song night was this act who performed "I Will Follow" after the
goodnights in 2004.
Answer:
U2
(10)
This man was actually lip-synching, but was not caught when he opened the May 10, 1986 show with a new song
whose video would feature Chevy Chase.
Answer:
Paul Simon
(Simon was lip-synching because he had not yet had time to get his touring band up to speed on the new album.)
25.
FTPE answer the following about a recent Carat Insight study about American television show settings since
1948.
(10)
Since 1948, this Plains state is the only one which has not had a prime-time network show set within its current
borders.
North Dakota
Answer:
(10)
Among the five states that have only had one show set in them, Vermont can take pride in this 1980s CBS sitcom
as its lone representative.
Answer:
. Newhart
(10)
Tiny, unloved Delaware did not have its first show set in it until this late 1990s NBC drama starring Michael T.
Weiss put its super-secret "The Centre" in fictional Blue Cove, Delaware.
The Pretender
Answer:
(Note: Both of the shows that have been set in the Dakota Territory would have been set in modem-day South Dakota,
hence the sort of odd phrasing of that question.)
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